I am shocked at the "Plan Bay Area" proposals. I find it hard to believe that it will be an improvement, moreover I believe it will make them worse.

We already live in an area that has more jobs than people. I came to Palo Alto over 20 years ago and it was so different. Palo Alto is hardly a good candidate to build "affordable" housing. It is a joke, the people that will be living in those so-called affordable houses will be the reasonable-well-off people (engineers etc) not the poor people. New office buildings come up, those creating the jobs do not care about housing, how about they subsidise the housing? how about building in other places.

To me, this is a kiss of death for the Bay Area, it will be more crowded, more traffic, and none of the poor people will be inhabiting those subsidised places. engineers know how to work a loophole or so it seems. Do you really think this will help the poor? I do not think so.

Hence "NO to Plan Bay Area 2050"
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